
Marketing Audit, Market Research &
Marketing Plan Proposal

Prepared for Mammoth Lakes Housing - June 2021

Background
Mammoth Lakes Housing (MLH) is a nonprofit community housing development organization
(CHDO) that serves the Eastern Sierra -- Inyo, Mono and Alpine counties. The organization was
started in 2002 and has historically developed ownership and rental housing, but their mission
continues to evolve as the organization grows and the communities’ needs shift.

The organization has never had a marketing plan, and a marketing plan is listed as a priority in
the latest strategic plan that guides the operation of the organization. MLH is ready and excited
to work with a graphic designer on a comprehensive rebrand, but the organization’s staff and
board members want to make sure the rebrand is effective. The organization’s mission and
work needs to be clearly communicated to a variety of stakeholders.

Mammoth Lakes Housing’s communications and marketing efforts need to reach and speak to
funders/donors of the organization, jurisdictions and partners in their broad service area
(including private organizations like local hospitals and businesses), housing development
organizations, “clients” (the people served through these housing programs), and the local
communities they work within in general. Especially for the people using MLH’s programs, a
bilingual (Spanish/English) approach is necessary.

The organization is run by just a few paid staff members and a volunteer board of directors, so
marketing efforts need to be efficient and straightforward to be sustainable. The marketing
plan needs to serve to simplify things and provide a formula for communications -- we are not
in the business of complicating things or using confusing marketing jargon. This marketing plan
must be a tangible, usable document, not one that sits on a shelf for the next few years.

Mammoth Lakes Housing is welcome to use this proposal as a guide if I’m not the right fit for
this marketing planning process. We can also discuss shifting pieces of this proposal to MLH to
conduct in-house to offset contractor costs. I believe strongly in each of these steps
contributing to a strong marketing plan, so I’ve provided a discounted cost estimate if you’d like
to commit to the whole process.



Service Options

Step 1: Get Clarity on Organization & Ecosystem  | $1500
Conduct initial research on the organization and how it fits into the larger local housing
ecosystem. 4-6 weeks to complete based on interviewee scheduling.

- Internal research/interviews with MLH staff and board members to get clarity on
mission, purpose, programs, goals, etc. of the organization

- External interviews with TOML/MLCC staff to get clear on how people find/need to find
their programs and how to reduce overlap/confusion there

Step 2: Gather Community Thoughts/Needs  |  $1200
Figure out what a sample of the local community thinks of Mammoth Lakes Housing. 4-6
weeks to complete based on stakeholder scheduling (can be done at same time as step 1).

- Help draft/workshop survey questions for MLH to create a survey and share with
residents in all three counties (survey creation & distribution all done by MLH)

- Conduct calls with 5-10 stakeholders (list to be provided by MLH)

Step 3: Audit Existing Marketing Programs  |  $2000
See what’s working and what’s not with existing marketing programs. 2-4 weeks beginning
after steps 1 & 2.

- Get access to Facebook, Twitter, Google Analytics, Google Search Console, email
marketing platform, and any other data sources, and review data from all platforms

- Identify issues and opportunities to incorporate into new marketing plan

Step 4: Create Marketing Plan  |  $4500
Craft a marketing plan that effectively guides the organization’s staff in maintaining and
growing marketing programs. 6-10 weeks beginning after steps 1-3.

- Find inspiration for effective communications/websites in other community housing
development organizations around the state

- Outline marketing goals



- Draft organization overview (including history, organization info, ideal client personas,
overview of other orgs doing housing work locally, brand voice guidelines, elevator
pitch, etc.)

- Mission & vision will be pulled from strategic plan; values & other strategic
messaging can be worked out in this document

- Create content plan (content strategy, key platforms, frequency)
- Identify goals and KPIs
- Define priorities and set timeline for marketing programs
- Review document with MLH board and staff and make revisions as necessary
- Provide final marketing plan to graphic designer for final layout

Cost for All: $8280 (10% discount)

Alternate Option: SBDC Consulting  |  Free
The Mammoth Lakes Chamber/Small Business Development Center consulting program could
be an option for MLH in this process. This consulting is purely teaching, so nothing can be done
for you, but I could walk MLH staff through all of the above steps over the next year or so to
create your own marketing plan internally.

Each step typically takes longer when teaching, so I’d estimate staff time for step 1 to be
10-15 hours, step 2 to be 18-22 hours, step 3 to be 40-50 hours, and step 4 to be 100-200
hours. There’s a 60-day waiting period (after we stop consulting) to work with me through my
business if we work together through this program, so we could start with this option and
change later if time isn’t pressing.

Next Steps
Note that these project costs are based on my estimated number of hours. If parts of the
project veer off into unplanned territory, I’m happy to go to those places, but we might need to
discuss rate changes. If there are things you anticipate needing to discuss or things that are
missing from this proposal, let me know and I’ll add them in and update price estimates
accordingly so we’re on the same page from the start.

If we get to a good place with the proposal and want to work together, I’ll send you my
contract to e-sign. Our work can start as early as June 15, 2021. I’ll begin work once I receive a
signed contract and a 50% deposit for the project estimate.

Thanks for getting in touch!


